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Abstract
This paper addresses the dynamic difficulty adjustment on MOBA games
as a way to improve the players entertainment. Although MOBA is cur-
rently one of the most played genres around the world, it is known as a game
that offer less autonomy, more challenges and consequently more frustration.
Due to these characteristics, the use of a mechanism that performs the diffi-
culty balance dynamically seems to be an interesting alternative to minimize
and/or avoid that players experience such frustrations. In this sense, this pa-
per presents a dynamic difficulty adjustment mechanism for MOBA games.
The main idea is to create a computer controlled opponent that adapts dy-
namically to the player performance, trying to offer to the player a better
game experience. This is done by evaluating the performance of the player
using a metric based on some game features and switching the difficulty of
the opponent’s artificial intelligence behavior accordingly. Quantitative and
qualitative experiments were performed and the results showed that the sys-
tem is capable of adapting dynamically to the opponent’s skills. In spite
of that, the qualitative experiments with users showed that the player’s ex-
pertise has a greater influence on the perception of the difficulty level and
dynamic adaptation.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Digital Games, Dynamic Difficulty
Adjustment, Dynamic Difficulty Balance, Entertainment, MOBA
1. Introduction
The game industry is growing at a fast pace, globally generating more
revenue than film and music industries (Thompson et al., 2015). Games
are considered a great source of entertainment (Nareyek, 2004) and, due
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to that, the industry is increasingly investing more resources in research
and development. This allows developers to create realistic graphics, deep
narratives and complex artificial intelligence (AI), leading to games even
closer to reality (Machado et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011).
The development of realistic games results in an improved player immer-
sion which, in general, increases their satisfaction (Bowman and McMahan,
2007). Although this is a well explored approach, it is not the only way to
make games more attractive. According to Yannakakis and Hallam (2007),
the player’s psychological factor makes direct influence to this attractiveness,
requiring the game to maintain the player interested on it. An approach to
captivate the player into the game experience is to make the challenges di-
rectly associated to the player’s skill (de Araujo and Feijo´, 2013). However,
a game may not suit the expectation of players with different skills. While a
player may have a hard time in final levels of a game, there may be another
player that cannot win the initial ones. This scenario requires that the game
dynamically adjusts itself presenting challenges that suit the needs and skills
of each player. This game adjustment can be performed by a technique called
dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) or dynamic difficulty balancing.
In spite of different studies in DDA (Stanley et al., 2005; Spronck et al.,
2006; Togelius et al., 2007; Bakkes et al., 2009; Wheat et al., 2015), none
of them tackles MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) games, which are
one of the most played games genres nowadays, having almost 30% of online
computing gameplay time1. Although they are very popular among gamers,
there is not much attention from researchers over this game genre. This
can be related to the inherent challenges of developing competitive artificial
intelligent agents for MOBA games as well as the constant updates and
changes on these games.
This paper presents a dynamic difficulty adjustment mechanism for MOBA
games. The main idea is to create a computer controlled opponent that
adapts dynamically to the player performance, trying to offer to the player
a better game experience. This is done by evaluating the performance of the
player using a metric based on some game features and switching the diffi-
culty of the opponent’s artificial intelligence behavior accordingly. This idea
was initially proposed in (Silva et al., 2015; Silva, 2015), and here we revisit
the mechanism, giving more details about its implementation and performing
1http://goo.gl/zgKjJL
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a set of experiments with human players in order to have a qualitative evalu-
ation. We also present and discuss the main characteristics and challenges of
MOBA games, trying to encourage other researchers to use them as testbeds
in their future work.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the related
work and background on difficulty balance; Section 3 covers MOBA games
aspects, history and challenges, as well as the game DotA used as testbed in
this work; Section 4 addresses the methodology and the proposed mechanism;
Section 5 discusses the performed experiments of agents versus agents and
the obtained results; Section 6 presents the experiments performed with users
and the collected results; and finally, Section 7 brings the conclusion and
directions for future work.
2. Difficulty Balance
Difficulty balance, or difficulty adjustment, consists on doing modifica-
tions to parameters, scenarios and/or game behaviors in order to avoid the
player’s frustration when facing the game challenges (de Araujo and Feijo´,
2013; Koster, 2010). According to Mateas (2002) and Hunicke (2005), it is
possible to adjust all game features using the correct algorithms, from sto-
rytelling to maps and level layouts, all online. These adjustments allow the
game to adapt itself to each player, making he/she entertained throughout
the game. To make this possible, Andrade et al. (2005) describes that the
dynamic difficulty adjustment must attend three basic requirements. First of
all, the game must automatically identify the players’ skills and adapt to it as
fast as possible. Second, the game must track the player’s improvement and
regressions, as the game must keep balance according to the player’s skill.
At last, the adaptive process must not be explicitly perceived by players,
keeping game states coherent to previous ones. However, before applying the
dynamic difficulty adjustment, it is necessary to understand the meaning of
difficulty.
The meaning of difficulty is abstract in many ways and some aspects
should be taken into account to evaluate and measure difficulty. For this mea-
suring, we can consider level design characteristics (Bartle, 2004), amount of
resource or enemies (Hunicke, 2005), amount of victories or losses (Poole,
2004; Xavier, 2010), among other metrics. Nevertheless, dynamic difficulty
adjustment is not as simple as just giving player additional health items when
in trouble. This problem requires estimation of time and intervention in the
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right moment, since maintaining the player entertained is a complex task in
an interactive context (Hunicke, 2005).
A wide range of tasks and challenge levels can be found in games. For ex-
ample, tasks that require high skill and synchronism (First Person Games),
tasks that require logic and problem solving skills (Puzzles), tasks related
to planning (Strategy games), and so on (Klimmt et al., 2009). Accord-
ing to Klimmt et al. (2009), there is evidence that the completion of tasks
and challenge overcoming are directly related to player satisfaction and fun.
Yannakakis (2008) developed a study about the most popular approaches for
player modeling during interaction with entertainment systems. According
to this study, most qualitative approaches proposed for player entertainment
modeling tends to be based in conceptual definitions proposed by Malone
(1981) and Csikszentmihalyi (1991).
Malone (1981) defended the need for a specific motivation during game-
play to entertain the player. The necessary features to reach such motivation
are: fantasy, control, challenges and curiosity. The use of fantasy as part of
game world could improve player motivation, creating objects, scenarios or
situations that the player could explore. Control is a player feeling through
which he/she is part of game control. Given the interaction of games, all
of them make the player feel involved in game control and the control levels
can change from game to game. Challenge implies that the game should pur-
sue tasks and goals in an adequate level, making the player feel challenged to
his/her limits. The uncertainty of completing tasks or goals provided by game
mechanics encourages the player motivation. Finally, curiosity suggests that
game information must be complex and unknown, to encourage exploration
and reorganization of information by players. Games must pursue multiple
situations or scenarios from the main course since it helps to stimulate the
player to explore the unknown (Malone, 1981; Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al., 2013).
The qualitative approach proposed by Csikszentmihalyi (1991) is called
flow theory or flow model. According to the author, flow is a mental state ex-
perienced when the user is executing an activity in which he/she is immersed,
feeling focused, completely involved and fulfilled during task execution. So,
this model takes into account the psychological steps that players reach dur-
ing gameplay. In this sense, the main goal is controlling the challenge levels
aiming to maintain the player inside the flow, avoiding to reach boredom (no
challenges at all) or frustration (challenges are too hard). Figure 1 show a
graph of flow theory presented by Csikszentmihalyi (1991).
The model presented by Csikszentmihalyi shows how a task difficulty is
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Figure 1: Diagram of flow theory, by Csikszentmihalyi.
directly related to the perception of who is executing it. The flow channel
illustrates that difficulty can be progressively improved, since there exists
time to the player to learn and improve his/her skills to overcome this chal-
lenge (Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Thereby, this model avoids frustration of
very hard situations or boredom caused by very easy situations. Further-
more, Csikszentmihalyi and Nakamura (2010) go beyond and determine that
the ratio of challenges to skills should be around 50/50 in order to produce
enjoyable experiences.
On the other hand, there are some studies that question if the ratio of
challenges to skills is really a measure of flow. Løvoll and Vittersø (2014), for
instance, present a work with some empirical evidence that contests the idea
that flow is produced when challenges and skills are harmonized. According
to them, the interaction between challenges and skills as independent vari-
ables does not support the challenge skill ratio proposed by Csikszentmihalyi
and Nakamura.
In a different approach, if we can balance the fantasy, control, challenge
and curiosity proposed by Malone (1981) and associate it to the progressive
development of difficulty presented by Csikszentmihalyi (1991), it is possible
that the resulting game can entertain the player. However, using just these
features is not sufficient to show if game challenges are compatible with
player skills. So, it is necessary measuring techniques to define when and
how difficulty should be adjusted.
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2.1. Evaluating the Difficulty Level
According to Andrade et al. (2005), there are some different approaches
to dynamically balance the difficulty level of a game. However, all of these
approaches require measuring, implicitly or explicitly, the difficulty level that
the player is facing on that moment. This measurement can be done by
using heuristics, for example the success rate of skill landing, the capture of
enemy points, the time used to complete a task or any other metric that can
evaluate the player. Missura and Ga¨rtner (2009) made a relation between
game runtime, health and score in a way that it composes an evaluation
criteria that performs the game difficulty adjustment. Demasi and Adriano
(2003) developed a heuristic function called “Challenge Function” that is
responsible for describing the game state, and tries to show how hard the
game is for the player in a given time.
Another way to track difficulty levels is using some physiological signs,
informally called body language. Van Den Hoogen et al. (2008) mentions that
the body language of a player could be related to his/her experience during
play. According to the authors, there are evidences that show that specific
postures, facial expressions, eye movements, stress over mouse / keyboard
/ joystick, and others, could evidence experiences like interest, excitement,
frustration and boredom. For the evaluation of player experience, authors
created a monitoring ambient, placing pressure sensors at different devices
(mouse, chair, etc). Also cameras were placed to register movements and
facial expression. The results of this experiment show that the behaviors ob-
served are directly related to the excitement level and dominance felt during
the game. Nacke and Lindley (2008), besides using cameras to capture body
language, also used electrodes to track mental reaction from players during a
First Person Shooter (FPS) match. The results obtained during player mon-
itoring were based on the flow theory proposed by Csikszentmihalyi (1991),
therefore, authors could observe if the players were inside the flow, anxious
or bored during the gameplay.
Although the explicit measuring (external monitoring) of difficulty levels
could provide fine results related to game fitness to player’s skill, it is imprac-
ticable to the dynamic difficulty adjustment. Not all players have measuring
tools at home and using such tools could be intrusive, since this could make
the player uncomfortable by being monitored. Implicit approaches (metrics
and heuristics) do not need external equipment, therefore these approaches
are more popular among game developers. Besides, they contribute to the
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fact that players must not perceive that difficulty is being adjusted during
gameplay.
This paper tries to perform a dynamic difficulty adjustment through the
development of a mechanism that switches between three distinct levels of
artificial intelligence in order to provide an opponent that better suits the
player’s abilities. The mechanism performs several evaluations during the
match, detecting the moments in which the game is unbalanced, and then
executes the difficulty adjustment.
3. Multiplayer Online Battle Arena
Multiplayer Online Battle Arena, also known as Action Real-time Strat-
egy, or simply as MOBA, is a genre originated from Real-Time Strategy
(RTS), as a modification of the original game. The first known MOBA game
is Aeon of Strife, created from the game Starcraft. In this game, the player
should choose an unit and work his/her way to conquer the enemy’s base
with the chosen unit and its special powers. This game structure was main-
tained through the improvement of MOBAs. One interesting fact is that
these games came up from simple fan made games to become one of the
most played genres in the world, as will be discussed later in this section.
Another interesting fact is that according to Johnson et al. (2015) and
Kwak et al. (2015), MOBA games were found to offer less autonomy, more
frustration and more challenges to players. These findings with respect to
autonomy seems most likely to be a function of the fact that MOBA games
involve fairly focused competition with other players. Moreover, the greater
levels of frustration experienced may also be a function of the focused com-
petition that occurs in MOBA games and the steep learning curve. With
less focus on the qualities of the game and greater focus on competing and
cooperating with others, there is more potential for frustration with the per-
formance of other players. This interpretation is supported by players report-
ing a greater challenge when playing MOBA games (Silva and Chaimowicz,
2015b). Due to these characteristics, the use of a mechanism that performs
the difficulty balance dynamically seems to be a viable alternative to mini-
mize and/or avoid that such frustrations be experienced by the players.
In this section we present the MOBA history, its characteristics and game-
play. Then, we discuss the unique features present in DotA, the selected
platform to be used as testbed in this work, and why it is so hard to develop
AI agents to play against humans on these games.
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3.1. History
As Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games became popular, we observed the
urge of the players to create their own maps and gameplay styles. This
phenomena resulted in a community of developers that later came to be
known as modders. Their work was known as mods, an acronym to the
word “modification”. In those mods, players could use the original game
environment to play by their own rules, allowing them to create a fantasy
world beyond the limits of the original game.
Released in 1998, Aeon of Strife was the first mod to present a unique
characteristic that caught RTS players attention. Instead of focusing on re-
source collection and base construction, the mod valued the player ability to
control a single unit, an ability known as micromanagement. This character-
istic invited players to duel against each other into single or teams battles,
showing to be a successful approach to get players involved in the game.
Aeon of Strife inspired many other mods that followed its guidelines.
Later in 2005, one of those mods stood out in the crowd: Defense of the
Ancients (DotA). The platform was not Starcraft anymore, but another game
developed by Blizzard: Warcraft III. The game had the perfect environment
and an open API that allowed the modders to do their job. Therefore, they
created the DotA map where players would assume the control of a single
unit called Hero and develop this unit by defeating enemies, just like in a
Role Playing Game (RPG). Every hero has a single set of attributes and
powers, characterizing them in a role. The player could then choose a hero
based on its team needs or on its own gameplay style. The game story of
the DotA map were also inherited from the Warcraft myth: the war between
two races in the Warcraft world, the Night Elf and the Undead. Thereby,
players were invoked to defend a main structure called Ancient, which must
be destroyed in order to achieve the game goal. The game is divided into
two teams with five players each: The Sentinel, having the Tree of Life as
Ancient; and The Scourge, having the Frozen Throne as Ancient. Screen
shots of the team bases can be found in Figure 2.
The DotA popularity among players resulted in behavioral changes in
the general gameplay. Instead of just playing on LANs, players were excited
about playing on the Internet. At that time, the broadband was expanding
all around the world and players wanted to test it, as well as test their skills
challenging others around the world. There were platforms like Garena that
had dedicated servers only for DotA matches. DotA’s gameplay became so
famous that it inspired the game industry to create professional games based
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Figure 2: The Sentinel base (top) and the Scourge base (bottom).
on this play style. In 2009, Riot Games released a game called League of
Legends (LoL) (Games and Games, 2009), with characteristics very similar
to DotA. This company created the term MOBA, referring to their debuting
title as a Multiplayer Online Battle Arena. Later, Valve has released its own
game, known as Dota2, that immediately caught the attention of the world
and media because of the 1 million Dollar tournament. Lastly, around 2010,
S2 games have released its own title, Heroes of Newerth, that has similar
characteristics to DotA, Dota2 and LoL. Nowadays, there are other titles,
such as Strife and Heroes of the Storm, but they did not get many players
as the games released before.
In numbers, we can see that MOBA genre is a world success, as shown
in Figure 3. By 2012, the game League of Legends has overcome World of
Warcraft as the most played game in the world (Gaudiosi, 2012). In Novem-
ber 2015, as reported by Raptr, League of Legends alone represented more
than 22% of the worldwide gameplay1. There are international eSports com-
petitions involving those games and millionaire prizes. In 2015, for example,
1http://goo.gl/zgKjJL
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Figure 3: Ten most played games of 2015. Source: Raptr/Statista
the official Valve’s World Tournament of Dota2 called “The International”
distributed a total of US$ 18 million2.
3.2. Gameplay and Characteristics
To provide challenges that suit the player’s skills it is necessary to com-
prehend the gameplay that involves the game. The MOBA game can be
summarized into two teams playing against each other: Team 1 and Team
2. Players on the Team 1 are based at the southwest corner of the map,
and those on the Team 2 are based at the northeast corner. Each base is
defended by towers and waves of NPC units (called creeps) that guard the
main paths leading to their base, called lanes. In the center of each base
there is one main structure. This structure is the goal of the game, which
the enemy must destroy in order to win the match.
The teams are composed by five players, where each player controls one
specific and powerful unit with unique abilities, which is called Hero or Cham-
pion. In most MOBAs, players on each team choose one from dozens of
heroes, each with different abilities and tactical advantages over the others.
2http://goo.gl/6iXfMD
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Figure 4: General map layout from MOBA games.
The scenario is highly team-oriented: it is difficult for one player to lead the
team to victory by himself/herself.
Since the gameplay goes around strengthening individual heroes, it does
not require focus on resource management and base-building, unlike most
traditional RTS games. When killing enemy or neutral units, the player gains
experience points and when enough experience is accumulated the player
increases his/her level. Leveling up improves the hero’s toughness and the
damage it inflicts, allowing players to upgrade spells or skills.
In addition to accumulating experience, players also manage a single re-
source of gold that can be used to buy items such as armory, potions, among
others. Besides a small periodic income, heroes can earn gold by killing hos-
tile units, towers, base structures, and enemy heroes. With gold, players can
buy items to strengthen their hero and gain abilities. Also, certain items can
be combined with recipes to create more powerful items. Buying items that
suit the chosen hero is an important tactical element of the game.
3.3. Map
The map is segmented into three different lanes, the top, the bottom,
and the middle lane. Each one of these lanes leads to the other team’s base,
guarded by towers along the way. Figure 4 represents a general MOBA map
with its lanes, bases and towers along each lane.
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The map area located between the lanes is called jungle. This is where
neutral creeps can be found, which can be killed for gathering more gold and
experience points. It is possible to level up by killing creeps in the jungle
instead of in the lanes. This practice is called jungling.
During the early laning phase of the game, most gameplay is centered
around “farming”. It means that players focus on collecting resources and
leveling up their heroes by defeating enemy units, like creeps or heroes. In
the case of the junglers, they walk through the jungle and kill neutral units.
Further, the junglers and their team seek for failures on the enemy teams’
strategy, looking for catching them in traps or performing gang killing, the
so called ganks. Lastly, there is the late game phase, when the gameplay
is commonly focused on teamfights, i.e., teams use their heroes to fight in
groups, looking for weakening the enemy team and pushing the lane towards
the enemy’s base.
Each team has defensive towers placed along the lanes leading to the
Ancient. Those towers inflict heavy single target damage to heroes and
creeps. In the early stages of the game, a hero can only take a few hits
from a tower before dying, so one must be careful as to not get in a bad
positioning relatively to the towers until they have gained enough strength.
In the Figure 4 the towers are represented by little circles placed in the lanes.
3.4. Defense of the Ancients
The game Defense of the Ancients (DotA) is a Multiplayer Online
Battle Arena (MOBA) mod version of the game Warcraft III: Reign of
Chaos and later to its expansion, Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne.
The scenario objective is for each team to destroy the opponents’ Ancient,
heavily guarded structures located at opposing corners of the map. Players
use powerful units known as heroes, and are assisted by allied heroes (played
by other users) and AI-controlled fighters known as creeps. As in role-playing
games, players level up their heroes and use gold to buy items and equipment
during the match.
Moreover, since DotA is a mod of the game Warcraft III: Reign of
Chaos, it becomes easier to modify because we can use the tools made to
edit Warcraft maps to do it. Therefore, the game Defense of the
Ancients (DotA) was chosen to be the testbed of this work.
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3.5. Game Adaptations
To use the game Defense of the Ancients as a testbed, some adap-
tations were made in order to better suit the needs of this work. The original
game allows the player to choose his/her hero among 110 different options.
But, for this work, we chose to restrict this quantity to only 10 heroes, equally
distributed between both teams.
Each hero has distinct characteristics, behaviors and abilities. Thereby,
to better focus on the strategies and the development of abilities, we designed
our artificial intelligence agent to control one specific hero. The selection per-
formed was random and the chosen character is Lion - The Demon Witch.
Given this choice, it became possible to classify which abilities and behav-
iors should be implemented so that the artificial intelligence agent would
work with a consistent behavior during the game match. Figure 5 shows a
screenshot of the character Lion - The Demon Witch during a game match.
Figure 5: Screenshot of the hero during a match.
The DotA game also offers a variety of game modes, selected by the game
host at the beginning of the match. The game modes dictate the difficulty of
the scenario, as well as whether people can choose their hero or are assigned
one randomly. Many game modes can be combined, allowing more flexible
options. In this work we restrict the game mode to single selection, that
means that a player does not receive a random hero, but is allowed to select
among nine others, because Lion is automatically picked by the AI agent.
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3.6. The Challenges of Developing a MOBA agent
Developing agents capable of defeating competitive human players in
MOBA games remains an open research challenge. According to Buro (2003)
and Weber et al. (2010), improving the capabilities of computer opponents
would increase the game playing experience and provide several interesting
research questions for the artificial intelligence community. However, devel-
oping an AI agent to play MOBA games is not a simple task (Silva and
Chaimowicz, 2015a). Although there are several AI agents for all the differ-
ent MOBA distributions, none of them can perform as well as expert human
players. One of the reasons for this is due to the inability of AI systems to
learn from experience. Human players only need a couple of matches to iden-
tify opponents’ weaknesses and use them in their favor in upcoming games.
Current machine learning approaches in this area are not good enough when
compared to expert humans skills (Buro, 2003; Weber et al., 2011). Yet,
according to Buro (2004), some commercial game AI systems may outper-
form human players and may even create challenging encounters, but they
do not advance our understanding on how to create intelligent entities, since
it cheats to compensate its lack of sophistication by using map revealing and
faster resource gathering.
Since MOBA games are originated from Real-Time Strategy (RTS) genre,
many of the challenges that surround RTS games can also be applied to
MOBA. A case study for real-time AI problems in the context of RTS games
can be found in Buro (2003, 2004); Buro and Furtak (2004).
As discussed before, MOBA provides a complex environment, populated
with dynamic and static features. Moreover, MOBA characteristics tends to
make the game more dynamic than its precursor, the RTS genre. Fights,
duels, and actions happen in a short time, all requiring the computation of
complex algorithms to analyze the scenario and to reason about it. For in-
stance, teamfights normally last a few seconds and the agent has to perform a
large amount of computation in a short time, to reason about allies, enemies,
and strategies. Even for humans, it is difficult to maintain the total control
of the situation during these fights.
Although not having the macromanagement that occurs in RTS games,
MOBA matches require the player to reason about thousands of combinations
of spells and items. The spell leveling order, item buying and building order
matter, because each spell and each item has its own characteristics, making a
special ability that highlights the hero early in the game. Such combinations
should take into account the enemy that is being faced by the agent, the
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opponent team in general, the items and combinations from its own team,
among many other features in the game. Even more, those features are not
aways clear to be translated in a language that can be easily understood by
the agent, since it requires experience and sometimes knowledge that goes
beyond the game itself.
Being a commercial game genre, MOBA provides a rich hero pool, allow-
ing the player to choose among hundreds of heroes. Performing combinations
of heroes on the team can lead to success or defeat even in the hero picking
phase of the game. Selecting the right hero to be played against another
hero, or a set of heroes that can face the opponent’s set is a difficult task.
This choice requires knowledge about the teammates’ heroes, the develop-
ment curve, the hero classification and trying to predict the enemy’s team
strategy. Moreover, each hero in a MOBA game is designed with a role.
That means that a hero will be better developed if it is played in the role
that it was designed. Picking the right heroes for the right roles requires all
the knowledge cited above, and it is a hard task for the AI agent, since it
requires knowledge that goes beyond of the game scope, commonly denom-
inated metagame. For instance, in a situation where the team composed by
five weak, low-damage dealers are fighting against a team composed by five
strong, high-damage dealers sounds like a bad choice, since the first team
will struggle on all battles against the opponent during the match.
Lastly, MOBA games, as RTS, provide a partially observable environ-
ment. Dealing with the uncertainty of this situation is hard for most agents,
because it requires sophisticated motion planning algorithms, and real-time
reasoning about the environment. There are some MOBAs, like Heroes of
the Storm, that even integrate a bush in the game scenario, providing spots
where the player cannot be seen if his/her hero is inside a bush. This al-
lows players to perform a wide range of tactical plays, like traps, faking and
ganking. Reasoning about these fast-paced plays is not trivial, and therefore,
requires predictions and especial research efforts.
4. Methodology
Our difficulty adjustment mechanism consists in the development of three
different levels of artificial intelligence that will be chosen during the match
in order to present challenges that suit the player’s skills. To select the
right opponent, a difficulty evaluation is performed during the game and if
it indicates that the players are not evolving in the same pace, it executes
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the necessary adjustment. Throughout this section, we address the artifi-
cial intelligence agent developed, the game features, the difficulty evaluation
process, and the mechanism to dynamically adjust the presented difficulty
during a match.
4.1. Artificial Intelligence Agent
To be able to provide an opponent that can face different skilled players,
the artificial intelligence agent must be implemented with distinct ability
levels to simulate the most different behaviors played. Since the agent must
simulate an opponent player, the developed algorithm implements actions
and behaviors to a hero unit. During a game match, this hero should follow
the player’s performance, so if the player is having a good evolution, the
hero controlled by artificial intelligence must be able to also do the same.
However, if the player is not evolving enough or if his/her development start
to decrease, the AI agent that controls the hero must lower its pace and keep
up with its opponent.
The hero behavior was divided into three categories: easy mode, regular
mode and hard mode. Each one of these categories has singular aspects that
aim to be suitable to players with different abilities. These are described
below.
Easy Mode. In the easy mode, the hero performs regular attacks every time
an enemy enters in its attack range. When an allied tower is under attack,
the hero detects the need for defense and moves towards the attacked ally
in order to defend it. Another strategic action is how the hero chooses the
enemy tower to be its main target. Every time the hero starts a moving
action, it analyses which of the enemy’s towers has taken more damage and
is closer to be defeated. Once it finds, the hero sets that tower as the main
target and goes in that direction. It is important to mention that, in the easy
mode, all the attacking actions that the hero performs are basic attacks. The
hero also retreats as a defense strategy. So when its health points are below
30%, it starts to retreat towards its base, where it can recover its health
when it reaches a specific recovery building. The easy mode was created for
beginners or some less skilled players, where the implemented strategies are
not very complex and do not use any special character skill (also known as
spells).
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Regular Mode. In the regular mode, besides the strategies implemented for
the easy mode, the hero also starts to manipulate items. The item manipula-
tion is very helpful to improve the hero’s attributes and also to recover some
attributes that have been decreased, for example, items to recover health
points or mana. Likewise, there are items to increase attributes like strength,
speed, intelligence, among others. As part of the defense strategy, if the hero’s
health points reach 30% or less, it will first use some health potion to recover
it and if these items are over, then the hero starts to retreat towards its base.
The regular mode was created to match those players that have already some
experience and know how to use some of the game functionalities in his/her
favor but are not experts yet.
Hard Mode. The hard mode has all the strategies implemented on both pre-
ceding modes, besides its own specific actions. Here, the hero goes beyond
item manipulation and starts to learn, improve and cast spells. Spells are
unique skills that each hero has. These spells can give a more effective dam-
age on the enemy, can boost the recovery of its own attributes (like mana or
health points), can give some kind of advantage to allied units (like freezing
the enemies), among other possibilities. Every time the hero gains a new
level it also gains one attribute point to distribute among its spells. So in
this mode, besides the regular attack, the hero also casts spells to attack
enemies or defend allies. Here we also decided to implement a new strategy
for a head-to-head combat. In order to avoid losing the combat against an-
other hero, the artificial intelligence agent algorithm keeps monitoring the
area around its hero. Therefore, if an enemy hero enters the monitored area,
the hero controlled by the agent will take advantage on that and will begin to
attack it. The strategies to defend allied towers and to retreat are the same
developed on regular mode. The hard mode was created to match those
players that have more experience on the DotA game and also know how to
use the game functionalities in their favor. This kind of player may be an
expert on the game or a quick learner.
The table displayed in Figure 6 summarizes all the developed difficulty
modes and their strategies.
4.2. Difficulty Evaluation Process
A difficulty evaluation process was developed to be performed during the
game and indicates when the players are not evolving at the same pace. For
that, it was necessary to observe which game features should be analyzed and
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Figure 6: Summary of the developed strategies for each artificial intelligence agent.
how to properly use the information from each one of them. The analyzed
features and the evaluation process are described below.
4.2.1. Game Features
To evaluate a game match, it is crucial to identify which features can
represent the players’ performance and are relevant to the evaluation. In
our testbed, we identified three important features that can illustrate the
player’s behavior during a DotA match. These features are: Hero’s Level,
Hero’s Death and Towers Destroyed. Each one of these features will be
described in the following paragraphs:
Hero’s Level. This feature represents the player’s evolution during a match,
where the greater is the level value, the stronger is the character. Although
this feature represents the evolution, it should not be the only analyzed
feature because it is possible that the player increases his/her hero’s level
without really increasing his/her abilities. For example, the player can keep
the hero closer to battles without engaging in any fight and, by doing that,
it will gain some experience points that are shared among the allies that are
closer to the battle and will help the hero to evolve its level. Thereby, even
if all players have heroes with equivalent levels, this feature alone does not
give a real track on the game balance.
Hero’s Death. This feature counts how many times the hero has died during
a DotA match. Differently from all other features, the hero’s death may
represent the player’s performance and the level of difficulty that he/she is
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facing more accurately. For example, an inexperienced player, even having
a hero with a high level, may have a high death rate, since he/she may not
know how to use more properly the characteristics and peculiarities of his/her
character as well as a possible lack of game strategies. Thereby, this feature
seems to represent more accurately how well the player is facing the game
challenges.
Towers Destroyed. This feature is the amount of enemy’s towers destroyed
by the allied team. It represents the team expansion and dominance over
the map. Although this feature is not directly related to the player’s perfor-
mance, since other allies can also destroy towers, it gives us a good notion
of the game’s progress and team expansion over the map. Therefore, if a
team is quickly progressing over the map, it may represent that the game is
unbalanced.
4.2.2. Tracking Player’s Performance
In order to perform a dynamic difficulty adjustment, it is necessary to
evaluate the game from time to time and verify if the game is presenting
challenges suitable to the player’s performance. If the player is having a
poor performance, the game should be capable to identify that and reduce
its difficulty. In the same way, if the player evolves faster than the challenges
presented, the game should increase its difficulty.
Once we have defined the game features that must be analyzed, this
process can be summarized into the creation of an heuristic function that
will keep track on the player’s performance and inform when it is necessary
to adjust the difficulty. This heuristic function will be our evaluation method
during the game match and from now on it will be called as evaluation
function. So, considering the features mentioned before and the impact that
each one represents on the player’s performance, we have:
P (xt) = Hl −Hd + Td, (1)
where P (xt) is the performance function of player x on time t. Hl is the
hero’s level, Hd is the hero’s death count and Td is the number of towers
destroyed. It is important to mention that the values of these features are
related to the player and his/her hero. Computing the difference between the
measurements at two consecutive times t and t− 1, it is possible to calculate
the current evolution of the player, as shown in the equation below:
P ′(x) = P (xt)− P (xt−1). (2)
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Figure 7: The verification performed by the adjustment mechanism.
Once the performance function was calculated for both players (x and y)
the evaluation value can be obtained by:
α = P ′(x)− P ′(y), (3)
where α is the difference between performances. We should mention that
player x is the one that we are analyzing and player y is the one controlled
by the artificial intelligence system. Therefore, the player y is the one that
will have its difficulty adjusted during the game. It is important to measure
the opponent’s performance in order to evaluate if its progress is compatible
or not with the players.
4.3. Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment Mechanism
The proposed mechanism is the key to make the adjustment work properly
during the game. Until now we have only showed how to verify if the player’s
performance is balanced to a certain opponent or not. Thereby, the main
task of the implemented mechanism is to analyze the α value and perform
or not the difficulty adjustment at the game time t.
The mechanism works by evaluating the α variable and constantly verify-
ing if this variable is within the β’s range, where β represents the limit value
of the evaluation function. This value means how far a player can perform
better than the other player, without considering the game unbalanced. If
the value of |β| is a large number, then the adjustment will occur with less
frequency, since it may take some time to α overcome β. Likewise, if |β| is a
small number, then the adjustment will occur more frequently, since it may
overcome β more easily. And if α stays inside the limits values of −β and β,
it means that both players are having a similar performance and therefore,
the match is currently balanced. The Figure 7 illustrates this approach. In
Section 5, several experiments were made in order to find the best limit value
for β.
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5. Experiments: Agents vs Agents
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, a series of
experiments was performed. The players’ performance were analyzed along
with the behavior of their heroes. The dynamic adjustment mechanism was
also observed, as well as its variations and the impact caused on the matches.
On each experiment, we performed 20 matches of the game with the
static artificial intelligence agent controlling one team against the dynamic
artificial intelligence agent controlling the other one (Figure 16, in the end of
this section, shows a summary of the matches). The β limits for triggering the
artificial intelligence switch were set to −1 and 1. Therefore, every time the
difference among performances (α) exceeds the β limits, the difficulty of the
dynamic AI should be modified accordingly. These values were determined
empirically, after executing a large number of tests and observing the results
contained in the gamelogs, and were not changed during these experiments.
5.1. Baseline
First, we performed an unbalanced match in order to stipulate a base-
line to compare with the obtained results from all three experiments. This
baseline match is set by two different AI agent players with static behavior.
One of them is on easy mode, representing a player without experience, and
the second one is on hard mode, representing a very experienced player. The
results of this match are shown in Figure 8, where the difference among both
performances can be noticed.
Figure 8: Baseline values obtained from a match with static difficulty for both players.
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The player / agent performance is measured taking into account its cur-
rent state during the match. The positive peaks represents moments where
the agent improved its performance when compared to its last state. Like-
wise, negative peaks mean that the agent had its performance decreased
based on its last game state. Converting these to game situations, when
a hero gains a level or the team manage to destroy a tower, then this will
impact positively in its development, increasing the player’s current perfor-
mance. Similarly, if a hero dies this will result in a negative impact in its
development decreasing the player’s current performance.
During this game match, the hard mode player kept increasing his perfor-
mance, presenting only one time of regression in his development. Meanwhile,
the easy mode player performance was very unstable, with several moments
of regression in his development. Therefore, we can consider that a match
will be balanced if the difference among both performances were not diver-
gent. So, examining once again the graph of Figure 8, it is possible to observe
that each performance peak shows itself as an appropriate moment to exe-
cute a difficulty balance in order to get the players’ performance closer to
each other.
Figure 9 shows the cumulative performance value for each player during
this particular match. On this graph, it becomes clear that the hard mode
player evolves much faster than the easy mode player. This greater perfor-
mance evolution can be related to the fact that the hero increases his level
rapidly and has a low amount of deaths. On the other hand, the easy mode
player had his performance lowered by a large number of deaths, in spite of
having a good development.This led to a poor performance when compared
to the hard mode player.
Therefore, due to that difference between them, the adjustment appears
to be necessary in order to minimize this disparity among their behaviors
and present a more fair and competitive game.
After setting a baseline of an unbalanced match, we performed a set of
experiments to compare the performance of a player using the adaptive AI
against an opponent using a static AI, fixed at one of the predetermined
modes. Specifically, for player A we used a static artificial intelligence agent
in order to simulate the possible skills of a human player. For player B we
applied the proposed mechanism, so that this player should keep its per-
formance equivalent to player A and for that it should perform a dynamic
difficulty adjustment. These experiments are mentioned on the following
subsections.
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Figure 9: Cumulative player’s performance with static difficulty for both players.
5.2. Easy x Adaptive
In this first set of experiments, player A was set with the easy mode,
simulating a novice player, while player B was set with the adaptive AI,
starting with the regular mode and switching to try to match the other
player performance. Figure 10 shows the performance of both players during
this match (P ′), while Figure 11 shows the results of the evaluation function
(α) and the difficulty adjustments made during the game.
Figure 10: Performance of Easy x Adaptive players during one match.
As mentioned before, the player’s performance is measured by taking into
account his/her current state during the match. The positive peaks represent
moments where the player had improved and negative peaks mean that the
player had decreased based on his/her last game state. Figure 10 shows
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that the adaptive artificial intelligence agent (player B) managed to keep its
performance similar to its opponent, the easy mode player A.
On Figure 11, we can track how well the adaptive player (player B) man-
aged to be compatible with player A during the match. When the evaluation
function shows negative peaks, it means that the difficulty should be ad-
justed and decreased by one level. Likewise, if there are positive peaks, the
difficulty of the adaptive player should be increased by one level. Moments
where the evaluation function remains constant (equals 0) means that the
performance of both players are very similar and due to that no adjustment
is necessary at this time. Therefore, the difficulty can be maintained.
Figure 11: Difficulty adjustments performed by the mechanism during one match.
It is important to mention that the difficulty adjustment is performed
by increasing or decreasing one level of each time. With this approach we
minimize the possibility of the opponent player noticing the behavior change.
After analyzing this set of experiments and studying the gamelogs obtained
from each one, we observed that in 85% of the matches, the adaptive player
B managed to keep the game balanced and as result of each match, player A
won 60% of the matches and player B won 40%.
5.3. Regular x adaptive
On the second set of experiments, we kept using the artificial intelligence
agents developed to control two players, one from each team. Here, we man-
age to simulate an intermediary player with player A using a static artificial
intelligence agent on regular mode. For player B we applied the proposed
mechanism, starting it on regular mode. Figure 12 shows the performance
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of both players (P ′) during one single match. Likewise, Figure 13 shows
the results of the evaluation function (α) during the game and the difficulty
adjustments made along the match.
Figure 12: Performance of Regular x Adaptive players during one match.
The analysis performed in this set of experiments is pretty similar to
the previous one. The positive peaks represent moments where the player
had improved and negative peaks mean that the player had decreased its
performance. In Figure 12, we can observe that the adaptive artificial intelli-
gence agent (player B) tried to follow its opponent’s performance (player A)
presenting similar peaks at close time periods.
On Figure 13, we can follow all the adjustments made during the match.
The adaptive player spent most of its time alternating between the regular
mode and the hard mode. This variation can be understood as moments
where player B was having a poor development when compared to player
A, and the need to increase the difficulty was perceived. Similarly, when
player’s B behavior were standing out, the need for reducing the difficulty
could also be seen. The graphic also shows that player B stayed balanced
during the game. Furthermore, after analyzing this second set of experiments
and studying all gamelogs collected, we observed that the players had a
compatible performance in 90% of the matches. The results of the matches
were 50% of victories for each player.
5.4. Hard x adaptive
On the last set of experiments, we managed to simulate an expert player
(player A) against the adaptive player (player B). As we mentioned before,
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Figure 13: Difficulty adjustments performed by the mechanism during one match.
the adaptive player started on regular mode and changed its behavior during
the match in order to keep the game balanced. Figure 14 shows the per-
formance (P ′) of both players during one match. Likewise, Figure 15 shows
the results of the evaluation function (α) during the game and the difficulty
adjustments made along the match.
Figure 14: Performance of Hard x Adaptive players during one match.
Analyzing the results from Figure 14, the adaptive player started devel-
oping a better performance than player A in the beginning of the match.
Therefore, it was detected that the difficulty should be reduced in order to
keep the balance (Figure 15). After that, they kept their performances very
close and the difficulty kept alternating between easy mode and regular mode
until player A can present itself better/stronger than player B. The opposite
can also be seen, when player B kept alternating between regular mode and
hard mode in order to reach player’s A performance.
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Figure 15: Difficulty adjustments performed by the mechanism during one match.
Furthermore, after analyzing the gamelogs collected from each game, we
observed that the adaptive player (player B) changed its difficulty and suc-
ceed to keep the match balanced on 80% of the experiments. As result of the
battles, player A won 45% of the matches.
5.5. Discussion
Despite the good results, not all the cases presented the expected results,
which has resulted in unbalanced matches. To get to this conclusion, we
observed all the executed matches and studied all the collected gamelogs.
These gamelogs kept track of the game on every 15 seconds, recording the
current situation of both teams, the related features, their values, among
other information. Once the game was finished, we started to translate those
collected information, comparing the values from both heroes and making
the necessary assumptions.
Considering all the performed experiments 10% of them were unbalanced
because the mechanism took too long to perform each adjustment, leading to
a great difference between the players performance. So, when the players were
getting closer to a balance, the match has ended. On the other hand, 5% of
the executed experiments were unbalanced due to an excess of adjustments.
In these scenarios, the adjustments were being performed too quickly, causing
player B to not evolve properly during the match, which resulted in an easy
game for player A.
After performing all the experiments, it was possible to summarize the
obtained final results from the game matches. Figure 16 shows the amount
of victories and losses of the adaptive AI against the easy, regular and hard
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Figure 16: Final results from all matches performed on the experiments.
modes. These results show that both players had a similar amount of vic-
tories, demonstrating that the adaptive player offers a more balanced game
experience.
6. Experiments: Agents vs Users
We also performed tests with users to assess qualitatively the efficacy of
the implemented mechanism. The objective of these tests consists of veri-
fying, according to the perception of the player, if the mechanism can keep
the difficulty of the game balanced facing their skills and if this approach
stimulates his/her entertainment. To make the tests more objective, we
only enrolled users who have played the game Defense of the Ancients
(DotA) at least once, in order to avoid problems in understanding interface
elements and/or the game’s mechanics.
The tests involved inviting the users to play two matches of the game
Defense of the Ancients (DotA), where their main goal was to defeat
the opposing team. However, it was explained to them that the outcome of
the match was not crucial for the experiment, since we were more interested
in behavioral issues generated by the game. We provided two types of maps.
On map A, users faced the dynamic agent as opponent and on map B they
faced a static agent. With these two types of maps, we evaluated if the
difficulty adjustment can be perceived during the match and whether or
not this dynamic adjustment can really impact on the player entertainment.
Note that each volunteer played two times on the same map, not changing
maps. We performed the tests on this way because we were trying to avoid
the placebo effect on the users. Once the user knows that he was playing in
both game versions he could assume that the adjustment was happening even
though it may not be true. Therefore, we managed to ask only the expert
users to play against both opponents (dynamic agent and static agent), in
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order to really assess if the adjustment can be detected or not. We choose
to ask only the expert players to play in both maps because they have more
knowledge and expertise in the game mechanics, this makes them able to
identify quickly any abnormal behavior on the opponent.
A total of eleven users participated on the tests. All tests were guided by
the following script:
1. The participant was instructed about how the test was going to occur
and signed an agreement to participate on the test;
2. A quick presentation of the game mechanics was carried out and its
rules in case the user did not remember it;
3. A preliminary interview was made, whose main objective was to let us
know the user’s profile and background regarding game playing;
4. The participant played two game matches of DotA on the same map;
5. A post-test interview was made, whose objective was to gather the
user’s opinions and perceptions regarding the presented system.
The results from these tests are discussed in the following sections.
6.1. Pre-test evaluation
During the tests, all users were instructed to answer a series of questions
to make it possible to establish profiles according to their habits, preferences
and experiences. These questions were placed on the pre-test questionnaire
and its main goal is to try to identify similarities among the volunteers’
behavior during the experiments.
A total of eleven male users participated on the experiments. Among
them one is less than 18 years old, two are from 18 to 21 years old, four
are from 22 to 25 years old and the last four are between 26 and 29 years
old. Regarding their education level, one was still in high school, seven
were studying or already concluded a higher education and one had master’s
degree.
To verify their experience with digital games, we asked which are the
game genres that the users have recently played the most. The most popular
genres were platform games and RPG selected by 90.9% of the volunteers,
followed by First Person Shooter (FPS) and sports with 81.8% of the users
and on third place there is Real-Time Strategy (RTS) and racing with 72.2%.
Observe that this percentages do not sum up, because users could select more
than one option. Figure 17 shows all the genres selected by the volunteers.
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Figure 17: Most popular game genres among the volunteers.
Regarding the frequency on which they play, 63.6% of the users play every
day and 36.4% from 1 to 3 times per week. The players were also asked on
which devices they are currently playing more and 90.9% of the users selected
mobile devices, followed by PC with 81.8% and consoles with 36.4%. Figure
18 presents the chart with the most popular devices.
Figure 18: Most popular gaming platforms among the volunteers.
Now, regarding MOBA games knowledge, all users said that they had
played DotA at least once, on which five rated themselves as beginners, four
as intermediary players and two as experts. Among the eleven volunteers,
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only eight said they had played another MOBA game: 100% of them played
League of Legends and 37.5% played Heroes of Newerth. About their exper-
tise in MOBA games in general, 25% self-proclaimed as beginners, 37.5% as
intermediary players and 37.5% as expert players.
6.2. Post-test evaluation
After answering all pre-test questions, the participants were asked to play
two matches against our agents. Therefore, we created two different maps (A
and B) and asked the volunteer to play both matches in only one map. Both
maps contain the same game structure and what differ them is that map A
hosts the dynamic artificial intelligence agent while map B hosts the static
artificial intelligence agent. These agents are the same used on the previous
experiment. Among the participants, six of them played on map A and five
of them played on map B.
Once both matches were concluded, the user was instructed to answer the
post-test questionnaire, which tackles various aspects related to how he/she
perceived the game experience. Questions related to experience and immer-
sion of the user during the match came from a selection of questionnaires
about user experience in games (Takatalo et al., 2015; Fox and Brockmyer,
2013; Jennett et al., 2008; IJsselsteijn et al., 2007). They were presented
as affirmatives so that the user could choose how much he/she agrees to it
following the 5 points of Likert’s classification (Norman, 2010). The scale
goes from 1 - “Strongly disagree”; 2 - “Partially disagree”; 3 - “Indifferent”;
4 - “Partially agree”; and 5 - “Strongly agree”.
The first set of affirmatives addresses aspects of the player immersion
during the match: 55% described as indifferent when asked if they did not
realize the time running while playing and 73% of them strongly agree that
they worked hard to get good results in the game. When asked if there were
moments where they wanted to quit the game, 73% strongly disagree with
this affirmative . This may suggest that although half of the volunteers said
they were indifferent regarding the game time lapse, the majority stated that
they put some effort to accomplish the main goal and they did not want to
quit (Figure 19). Thereby, we can assume that the game was able to offer a
considerable level of immersion to the player.
The next set of affirmatives addresses the game challenge provided by the
agent during the match. When asked if the game kept them motivated to
keep playing, 18% strongly agree and 46% partially agree. Now, regarding
the difficulty, 27% strongly agree that the game is too challenging for them,
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Figure 19: Affirmatives that address aspects of the player immersion during the match.
while 18% strongly agree that the game is suitably challenging for them.
Finally, 36% said that the game is not challenging at all (Figure 20). These
very distinct opinions can be observed due to the different level of expertise of
each player. Those that consider themselves as beginners in DotA or general
MOBA, found that the game was too challenging for them. Using the same
analysis, those that consider themselves as experts found the game too easy
because they know more advanced strategies that goes beyond the agent’s
algorithm.
The following set of affirmatives addressed the player ability/competence
during the game. 64% of the players felt successful at the end of the game and
won the match. Also, 82% agree that they were making progress during the
course of the game. About the player enjoyment during the game, 73% liked
to play against our agent and would recommend this game to others. 64%
said that he would play this game again (Figure 21). Therefore, although the
agents were not always very challenging to all players, we can assume that
most of them enjoyed the match against it.
The last set of affirmatives addresses the agent opponent level. Here, all
the opinions got divided where we have that 27.3% strongly agree and 9.1%
partially agree that the opponent plays a lot better than they. This opinion
were given probably by beginners, since they may had a more difficult time
trying to win the match. Regarding that the opponent plays in the same level
as them, 27.3% strongly agree with this affirmation, which may indicate that
these players are intermediaries or maybe beginners that managed to win the
match. Finally, we have that 36.4% of the players strongly agree that the
opponent plays much worse than them. This answer was given by experts and
intermediaries players that managed to win the match without putting too
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Figure 20: Affirmatives that address the game challenge provided by the agent during the
match.
much effort on this accomplishment. Thereby, we can observe that the player
opinion about the opponent reflects directly on his/her expertise, where the
agent with the same behavior can be too challenging for some and not very
challenging for another.
To analyse the player’s perception during the game, we asked them some
questions about whether or not they have noticed any changes on the agent’s
behavior during the match. We made these questions to all the players
regardless the map where they played. All of them said they did not notice
the opponent getting harder or easier. They also mentioned not noticing the
agent adapting its behavior in order to be more suitable to them. Therefore,
based on these answers we can assume that the mechanism were successful in
at least one of its goals by changing its behavior without making it noticeable
to the player. This is the first premise of the dynamic difficulty adjustment
which tries to guarantee that the player will not feel cheated or disappointed
during the game.
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Figure 21: Affirmatives that address the enjoyment during the match.
6.3. Discussion
The main goal of these experiments were to evaluate qualitatively the
efficacy of the implemented mechanism, verifying if it can keep the game
difficulty balanced to each player, and whether or not this can really impact
on the player entertainment. Therefore, we provided two types of maps, one
with the dynamic agent and another with the static agent.
After analysing the results from all players, we asked informally for both
expert volunteers to also play on the other map, so that we could assess their
perceptions regarding both agents. After comparing the experience they had
on each map, they said that the opponent from map A (dynamic agent)
presented a more fluid behavior and they preferred to play against it. They
also stated that both maps were not very challenging to them and maybe it
could be more suitable for players with little experience. With that feedback
we believe that, in the current state, our agent has enough expertise to play
against novice players. Thereby, the novice players can be entertained while
learning the game style.
By observing the data regarding the player immersion during the match,
we can consider that the game provided a satisfactory level of immersion,
since none of the players said they wanted to quit the game or found it
too long. As well as the questions related to the player enjoyment during
the match, although the agents were not always very challenging against all
users, we can assume that most of them enjoyed playing against it.
However, after considering the responses related to the game challenge
provided, it was observed that, for experts, the developed artificial intelli-
gence agent turned out to be weak and not very challenging. We believed
that this occurred due to the absence of more complex strategies during its
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development, once it is not a simple task to develop such agents. As men-
tioned on Section 3.6, developing agents capable of defeating competitive
human players in MOBA remains an open research challenge and we can
attribute our agents flaws to this. Some of the intermediary players also
found both agents not very difficult to defeat. As for the entry-level players,
based on their responses we could state that they found both opponents too
challenging, because probably they had a more difficult time trying to win
the match although the agent had kept the same pace as his.
7. Conclusion
The dynamic difficulty adjustment consists in an alternative towards the
definition of the game challenge levels. This adjustment is dynamically per-
formed, making it possible to track the player’s skills and adjust itself during
game runtime.
The presented work aimed to increase the player’s entertainment by pro-
viding a mechanism that adjusts the game AI agent according to the player’s
skills. This mechanism was implemented on a MOBA game, called Defense
of the Ancient (DotA). After performing experiments that simulate the
three main player’s behaviors (beginner, regular and experienced), it was pos-
sible to verify that the dynamic difficulty adjustment mechanism was able
to keep up with the player’s abilities on 85% of all experiments. On the re-
maining experiments that failed to suit the player’s skill, 10% of it occurred
because the adjustment mechanism spent too much time to perform each
needed adjustment which resulted in a great difference between the players
performance. And the last 5% of it occurred due to an excess of adjustments
that were performed too quickly, without giving enough time to the game to
evolve properly.
Given the presented results, we can conclude that the proposed mecha-
nism behaved as expected and is capable to offer a game match compatible
with the simulated player’s performance. Also, after observing all obtained
results, we can state that the key to a balanced game is to keep changing
the difficulty of the adaptive player in order to follow the performance of the
human player and avoid boredom and frustration.
As future work, the dynamic difficulty adjustment mechanism will be
improved in order to decrease the amount of cases where the balance did not
work properly. We believe that we must implement a general AI, capable
of handling almost all heroes available in DotA, in order to offer diversity
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of strategies and helping the player to learn how to play against different
heroes. Another improvement that could be done is testing the activation
or deactivation of features, like item buy, spell casting and combos, tracking
the player behavior and trying to imitate his/her knowledge.
In machine learning field, it is possible to try to learn the players prefer-
ence, in order to improve the knowledge of the intelligent agent, making it to
follow the player’s behavior. Moreover, machine learning could track which
skills the player has developed and push new knowledge into the agent in
order to try to stimulate the player to explore the game and learn what the
agent is doing. We could also track the player preferences in order to try to
classify his/her play style and select heroes that match his/her preferences,
making the learning curve smoother. Finally we want to performe qualitative
tests with a larger number of players in order to get more insights about the
proposed mechanism.
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Figure A.22: Pre-test questionnaire.
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Figure A.23: Pre-test questionnaire.
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Figure A.24: Post-test questionnaire: Questions about immersion.
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Figure A.25: Post-test questionnaire: Questions about challenge.
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Figure A.26: Post-test questionnaire: Questions about player skills.
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Figure A.27: Post-test questionnaire: Questions about enjoyment during the match.
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Figure A.28: Post-test questionnaire: Questions about the opponent level.
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Figure A.29: Post-test questionnaire: Questions about the player’s perception during the
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